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File preview

Queen St Station



Clyde St



Glasgow Central Station



As mentioned earlier, it is part of “wall” like structure that closes off Glasgow to the river. I feel

that it needs to be re opened and established if it is to be successful and connect both the

North and South areas of the river.

St Enoch Subway



Most noticeable in this elevation is the elegant red sandstone building to the east (left) of the

site. Its colours are dominant on the site and could provide an excellent opportunity to work

with.



Site



Maxwell St

Acting as a main link from the city centre to the north bank the street lacks any sign of destination. The mix of Victorian and dilapidated modern buildings adds to the general feel of lack of

cohesion design and layout.

Nursery Classes

Primary Schools



Subway station



Secondary Schools

Independant Schools

Further Education Buildings



Railway



Subway route



Underground railway



City boundary



Higher Education Buildings



Subway



City centre area



Health Centres



QUE Station names



Site



Addiction Services



City Centre and Laurieston



Train Connections



Glasgow city centre is well connected through the subway infrastructure. This underground is well established (3rd oldest in the world)

and provides easy access through the city. However as the diagram

indicated this system is limited to predominately the west of the city

centre At present this connection would provide good access links to

the civic centre, increasing the possibility of regular and frequent use

of the centre.



Howard St



Special Needs Schools



Stations



The site is located only a few minutes walking distance from several

and frequent transport systems.

Most notably within a 5 minute walk is Glasgow Central Station and St

Enoch Subways station that can provide excellent commuting links

for most of Glasgow satellite towns and areas within the west and

south of the city. I see these links as an essential part in providing a

large portion of the population that will use the centres public spaces.



Block



The elevation that sits on one of Glasgow’s central squares (St Enoch) has an obvious lack of

investment and overall design. What once was perhaps a more affluent area and series of buildings, the square and elevation is now in great need of repair and improvement, especially as it

sits opposite the newly developed St Enoch’s shopping centre.



Site



Health and Education Locations



Glasgow City plan



Topography



From investigating the location of similar/related establishments to the community part of the civic centre’s programme, it can be seen that the chosen

site is located within the area of Glasgow that contains the least facilities

meaning its position is crucial in establishing itself as a vital amenity within

the community.



From investigating Glasgow City council’s City Plan, It describes the

area of St Enoch’s as an area lacking of cohesion and regular street

pattern. This can be further identified on the chosen block for the Civic

Centre. This helped develop my intention to chose St Enoch area as

my site for development. I feel that integrating the proposal within the

council’s vision is key in determining its success.



With the nature of Glasgow City being built on a series of drumlins

it comes as no surprise that the site will somehow be affected by its

topography. The site is located on the north bank of the river Clyde,

meaning it sits on one of the largest areas of flat land within Glasgow.

This flat stretch of land is significant in terms of linking the north to

the south of the river. It helps provide an excellent uninterrupted

visual connection, highlighting the civic centre’s importance.



Dixon St



The Clyde St elevation, which is probably the most significant elevation of the site and indeed on the North bank of the river Clyde, is

most noticeable by its lack of cohesion.

It is in my opinion that the Clyde has closed its river off the north of

the city. Due to the nature of the buildings being of industrial in the

past, their size is uncharacteristic of the traditional Glasgow Victorian

tenement style of 4 storeys. This “wall” like blocking off of the river to

the city only adds to the cities lack of connection with the river.



The notable and unusual element to this street is the fact that it is a street rather than a lane

(which is far more common in this type of block division). This is possibly due to its width being

greater than expected for typical lanes in Glasgow. This large dimension could perhaps provide

the opportunity for development along it, (perhaps an Ashton Lane type of development) that

is linked up with the Civic Centre.



Environmental Scheme

In-let Ventilation Tower



Heating and Ventilation

Closed Loop Air Heating System



This Ventilation Tower is used to passively pull the clean external air into

and guide it in to the thermal bank.

Much like the out-let ventilation tower

it replaces the air that it draws out the

building.



Pipes directing the water to

the storage (located in the

external wall cavity)



Timer Frame



Plywood



Out-let Ventilation Tower

Plasterboard



This Ventilation Tower is used to passively ventilate draw the hot stale air

out of the building. With the use of

a wind catcher it will harness the SW

prevailling wind to help rotate the fan

located at the end of the duct.



Filtration system

Insulation

Storage tank

Steel Cladding



Civic Centre Timber Frame “Module” Construction



Copper Cladding



Thermal Bank



Heat Exchange Unit



This will provide a constant passive

means of heating the civic centre all

year round.

At 6 metres below ground surface level

the groudn should stay at a constant

17°C (even in winter).



Due to air temperature in the thermal

bank already being 17°C, minimal

energy is required to power the heat

exchange unit to heat the heat by 4°C

to make it 21°C.



Partially Turfed Roof with grey water recylcling



Closed Loop Heating and ventialtion System



Due to the fairly exposed nature of the building

(having no buildngs shadow it from the prevailing

winds and rain), I have included a grey water recycling unit within the building. This system would

work by collecting water on the roof (through both

the turf and non turf parts) and then directing it

down throgh a series of pipes first to the filtration

system and then the storage tank (located in the

plant room on the basement level).

The water will then be used for such grey water

purposes as flushing toilets etc.



A diagram showing the hot air entering the room through the vent on

the opposite side from the window

and external vent.



Alternating Facade (Summer)



Alternating Facade (Winter)



Protection from over heating



The alternating facade combines a

double facade and a single facade.

Both Windows and Vents can let the

air out as well as in. This is mostly

like possible in the summer when

the possibility of requiring the

spaced to be cooled rather heated

is most common.



During the cooler months of the

year the predominant intake of

fresh air will be through the vents

located below the window. This

an easy and simple way to ventilate with having to open window

which requires surveillance and

human effort as well as having

greater psychological effects of

the user.



Due to the nature of timber frame

buildings being lightweight, over

heating can be a problem. In order

to reduce this possibility the use of

louvres can be employed. They can

also be used as aform of light shelf

so that they can reflect light into the

deeper areas of the rooms.



A hybrid of Window and vent

grill in the one frame.



Timber Frame SIPs Module Assembly

Using The CCG System



This type of frame allows for the

possibility Off Site manufacturing

of both the ventilation system and

windows in one group.



The construction sequence of the timber SIPs panel is

very easy, once the frame is assembled it is then filled

with the correct level / amount of insulation, then

the services such as wires, sockets pipes are fitted.

The Panels are then sealed so that the air tightness is

at its maximum (factory controlled). The panels are

then taken to site and assembled together (as shown

above).



Exploded Isometric View of a Classroom (OSM)



Civic Centre Timber Panel Assembly



Wall Construction (Outside- In)

6mm Perforated copper panels

100mm SHS Frame

12mm Steel Sheet Cladding

75mm Air Gap

DPC

12mm Plywood

150mm Rigid Insulation

Vapour Barrier

12mm Plywood

12.5mm Plasterboard (not in performance space)



1:50 Wall Section



1:5 Wall Detail



View from the south bank of the river

The Civic Centre’s connection with both the north

and south the river is crucial in determining its

success. It must attract peple from both sides of the

river, helping to engage separate communities as

well as helping to re establish the river waterfront.



Connect the north &amp; south of the river



East elevation 1:200



N S F O R M AT I O N A L

N AREA (TRA)



‘If there is ever going to be a part of

Glasgow city centre south of the river it

will be Laurieston’



The ‘Compact City’/Cerda Block in Laurieston



‘there are plenty of busy streets in the world that are

really, really nice. I t is all to do with how they work in

r e l a t i o n t o t h e t h i n g s a r o u n d a b o u t t h e m .’ ( W i l l i e M i l l e r )



Housing reflection

From investigating the possible proposal of a ‘Compact City’ type of housing development within the area of Laurieston, I feel my understanding

of the compact city theory has been greatly developed in both the housing project as well as being able to reflect on my civic centre project.



Increasing Density

Section D



Urban Initiatives’ scheme focuses primarily on land use and



Density

- Adaptable commercial space/residential

- Community amenities on corner blocks



density. In terms of design the scheme they proposed is

deliberately slim to allow the developers and architects to



Re-establish / mixed communities

- 1 or 2 Bedroom Flats

- Larger 3 or 4 bedroom Flats



- Two /Three storey houses



resolve how individual buildings will be designed.

fig 58. Indicative section through Laurieston, illustrating proposed increase of density towards subway hub on Bridge Street.

Section C



fig 61. Bridge Street Diagram



Key Ideas taken from Compact City Case Study Analysis

- a gradual HIERARCHY of public to private.

- CONNECTIONS into the local area &amp; routes.



The re use of brownfield or derelict land is heavily emphasized in the compact city theory, and Laurieston proves an excellent opportunity to

this. From analysing the area and the proposed schemes, it has become clear that the development must be of the whole area and the peripheries are often the areas that can lead to neglect. So designing a scheme like the compact city proposal of Laurieston would in many ways

benefit the needs of the area. Where I feel our proposal was at its weakest was in the south east of the proposal, where the development is cut to

an odd shape almost incoherent with the rest of the scheme. If the proposal were to be developed I would suggest that perhaps that stretch of

land become s public access and turned into shared space.



- consider the future; is it ADAPTABLE/ flexible at ground

Section B



For me, the underlying theme would, be to provide housing that would essential help re-establish the community and at present seems lacking,

as well as develop the area for a better way of life, for its citizens. I believe that the compact city theme proposal is well suited to Laurieston, due

to its close proximity to the city centre as well as already existing transport connection (subway, bus, central station). The area provides excellent opportunity to provide housing to various members of society. The compact city advices that mixed tenure and social classes should be

provided for within the same development and in turn provides a balance within the. Compared to the TRA proposal I feel that our proposal

would fit more in keeping with this theory as we have tried to integrate the mix of tenure etc as close as possible, even in the same building,

shared spaces etc.



level, suggestion of less reliance on cars, provide good

transport links.

- offer various types of dwelling to encourage a stable,

MIXED neighbourhood.

fig 62. New 35m Shared space street diagram



- various/ mix of THRESHOLDS from street, to lane, to

communal spaces, to private garden,



activity spaces .



more on street parking in the realised scheme.



T



outlined by the NGHA. Problems with funding may see



ED SP

ACE



a 50% provision of car parking for the social housing as



meeting neighbours when entering building or through



SHAR



- setup ways that people are forced to INTERACT, through



EE T



created by the housing blocks. The proposals aims for



Providing amenities for the citizens



STREE



Urban Initiatives Masterplan - Storey Heights



spaces/ street



18m -



Urban Initiatives Proposal



Car parking is provided underground and in the courtyards



BRIDG

E STR



New Gorbals Housing Plan as Realised



- SECURITY - make people/ families feel safe to use activity



35m -



Section A



fig 63. New 18m Street Diagram



The ambition for the scheme builds on the successes of



Urban Initiatives were contracted to provide technical



The vista from the suspension bridge is identified as a



fig 59. Framework &amp; key stratigies for layout



fig 60. Layout plan with green spaces and priority streets



the neighbouring Crown Street development in the new



data for the region, a study of density, sun path analysis



historic route and includes a public city park, private open



The framework for the layout of the Laurieston



the community. Full advantage will be taken to make this



The streets needed to be designed to be places people



frontage. The boulevard spine of the development will be



Gorbals. Crown Street is essentially a residential zone with



and vistas etc. The scheme is split into areas of varying



space is provided within each courtyard. The denser blocks



development was based on the Compact City ideals of a



route a green, outdoor living room for the community. In



felt comfortable in. They are to be safe places for children



shared space to give priority back to the pedestrians and



commercial elements attached to it. At it’s inception, the



housing tenure and density. A mixture of socially rented



lie to the north of the site, surrounding the park area



well connected, intergrated part of the city. It is important



studying the area, important connections and existing parts



with human scale that people can relate to, full of life and



create an outdoor living room for the neighbourhood. The



Laurieston TRA sought to be a much more integrated mixed



and privately owned properties, with densities ranging



and this includes a larger percentage of commercial and



that the new development connects well into the



of the area that are an asset such as the Citizens theatre,



greenery. The main aim of the layout is to create a shared



adjoining block of the proposal is eroded to provide semi-



use development. The New Gorbals Housing Association



from 88 to 136 dwellings per hectare. Following these



civic amenities. To the south the development is mainly



surrounding urban layouts such as the New Gorbals. The



were identified and included in the plan. The cultural route



space spine up the middle of the development that all



private spaces above the street.



(NGHA) describes the proposals as aiming to achieve a city



investigations Urban Initiatives have produced a series of



residential, comprising mainly low rise blocks of 4 or 5



main traffic routes (see figure 59) N-S and E-W are drawn



from subway to the theatre is highlighted with a black



routes link off. This encourages walking and interaction



centre area similar to that of the merchant city, though



diagrams outlining the relative land use and heights of



storeys.



in pink arrows indicating where the busiest traffic streets



between neighbouring blocks.



centred around a residential theme.



buildings within the TRA.



arrow to allow easy connections between the two.

Pedestrian/Cycle Route

Main Traffic Routes

Connections through Laurieston

Cultural Route



Key Plan



Model of TRA



are. The blue route highlights the main pedestrian route

connecting up with the footbridge across the river. This

draws the cyclists and pedestrians away from the traffic into



Section Looking West



The standard street will have generous pavements while

still providing some on street parking for the development.



The layout is made up of three different streets. The busy



Each courtyard will provide community facilities such as,



Bridge street with its heavy traffic flow and commercial



play areas, allotments, private gardens and parks.



This can further be seen in examining the current amenities and attractions within the area. The Proposed TRA scheme seems almost lacking in attraction for the citizens to travel to/ for, leaving the area no more than a possible suburb within the city. In designing the compact

city scheme, we knew as a team that the area must attract people to the area as well as just its citizens so providing open areas such as public

squares became a high priority. However In reflection I feel that we only provided the bare minimum of public space and amenities and if the

project were to be developed, I feel it would need additional attractions included in the design.



Integration with the civic centre

Both the Urban building and housing projects shared a similar theme of the compact city. I have used my knowledge gained from examining

Laurieston and its proposal to fully integrate both developments into the one master plan. One of the reason I chose my urban building site on

the north side of the river, terminating the vista at the end of the bridge was so that it had an obvious connection with the south of the river,

whilst being part of the north. This allows the proposal to the harness use of both communities from both sides of the river, aiding the regeneration of the waterfront and creating a connection between Laurieston and the rest of Glasgow.

The diagram indicated the connections immediate connections between both projects and how they are interlinked with one another. It can be

seen that both developments are located only minutes walking distance from each, providing an obvious and easy connection whilst serving

routes to and from Laurieston.



Walking distances

Main walking /cycling routes



New Laurieston proposal



ions



Compact City Proposal

Public spaces



Compact City Proposal

Private and public spaces



Compact City Proposal

Contextual Relationship of Blocks



Civic centre



fig 78. View of an upper communal garden level. The enclosed and

local aspect to the garden with private gardens and terraces adjoining

and overlooking create a smaller more human sense of domestic

community, security and surveillance. The space helps create a more

pleasant open green circulation threshold to the upper reaches of the

housing block. Views over into the central communal space maintain a

sense of belonging and wider community and surveillance.



fig 76. View of green central space of block with overlooking gardens

and terraces of all housing types benefiting from the natural aspect.



Proposed Condition

Population



Upper private

balcony patios



6,500



Dwellings/hectare 97 (low figure due to large dwelling



1st floor Flat terraces



Communal upper

garden and private

plots and terraces



size) see HRH

Housing types



1,2,3, 4 flats and 3,4,and 5 bed terrace



Allotment plots



houses

Housing Tenure



50% Glasgow Housing Association,



Boulevard public

green space



Street

Allotment Huts



Central green natural recreation space



50% Private investment

fig 77. digram showing the relationships of the variety of public and private

spaces throughout the section of the housing block and surrounding spaces.



Ground floor house

private gardens



Family house access

threshold porch



fig 79. Diagram showing the linked and adjoining hierarchies of

public and private space within a typical portion of the housing block.

Ground floor gardens of the housing units overlook the central green

space for openness and surveillance. Suspended private terraces and

communal secondary spaces create a localised area of belonging

to those without direct linkage to the central space, yet all is linked

visually for one community feel.



fig 80. Above - View of scheme with hectare model produced over the

various blocks of Laurieston’s new grid. Note the smaller private side

streets for housing access and wider more public ‘boulevard’ with

ample public space and pedestrian access to block inner squares.



fig 81. Below - View along central boulevard with pedestrian

public space taking priority over private transport. Note the

housing access threshold porches and entrance to inner block

at right. Note open ground level of public amenities at junction
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